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Energy cybersecurity
This past week was the 22nd anniversary of the Murrah Federal
Building bombing on April 19 and as is the solemn custom each
year Oklahomans gathered and memorialized those lives lost and
those lives changed forever.

In addition, for the third year, the Judge Alfred P. Murrah
Center for Homeland Security Law & Policy at the Oklahoma City
University School of Law gathered people to study and examine
the  threats  in  our  world  today.  As  the  center  says  in
describing the tragic events of April 19, 1995, “It opened our
eyes to the reality that terrorism could strike anywhere, at
any time.”
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This sad reality has required that we Americans keep our eyes
wide open and with the help of experts at the Murrah Center
and around the country, vigilance, insight and knowledge are
necessary constants today.

At this year’s conference, the issues of cybersecurity in
banking, gaming and energy, with the helpful sponsorship from
the law firm of Crowe & Dunlevy, brought into focus for a
reality check of the threats around us. And in the event you
aren’t aware of how often attacks are actually occurring here
and  abroad,  be  sure  to  check  out  Norse  Corp.’s  real-time
visibility into global cyberattacks website and you too might
be shocked at the frequency: map.norsecorp.com/#/.

Like a modern-day version of Missile Command, this site shows
and live tracks the attack origins, the attack types, attack
targets and countries involved in real time. And it is very
freaky, because cyber risks and attacks do not sleep, they do
not take weekends off and they certainly don’t quit.

In the energy sector, much is being done to safeguard every
step,  from  production  to  midstream  delivery,  to  customer
consumption and engagement, as every link is a vulnerability.
At last week’s seminar, experts from Devon Energy, Continental
Resources and Oklahoma Gas & Electric described their own
real-world efforts and safeguards in what appears to be a
constant evolution of learning, reacting and working to stay
safe and a step ahead of these risks.

The U.S. Department of Energy is the pre-eminent national
guide for cybersecurity for critical energy infrastructure and
energy delivery systems. As DOE says: “…the nation’s security,
economic prosperity, and the well-being of our citizens depend
on  reliable  energy  infrastructure.”  And  they  work  to
accomplish  these  needs  through  three  key  areas:

• Strengthening energy sector cybersecurity preparedness.

• Coordinating cyber incident response and recovery.
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•  Accelerating  research,  development  and  demonstration  of
game-changing and resilient energy delivery systems.

Oklahoma is certainly an energy state, with blessings above
and below our red dirt. Our production and delivery of these
resources now include once-unimaginable threats of attack from
sophisticated computer hackers and attacks from nation-states
and rogue actors looking to create havoc in our economy and
across the world. Our energy companies are helping to keep our
energy systems safe and they need our vigilance too.

So the next time you get a strange email offering you riches
from a never-known dead relative in a foreign country, please
do not click on the link or forward it to others to check it
out, as it may just be the attack that takes out your town’s
electricity or the oil and gas well nearby.

As my mother used to say, “if it sounds too good to be true,
it probably is.” In today’s world of cyber risks, the new
mantra may need to be “If it sounds too good to be true, it’s
probably a malicious malware virus launched from an anonymous
attacker to bring down your household or country.”

But then again, it could just be “a guy sitting on their bed
who weighs 400 pounds,” as a candidate for president once
scoffed.  Either  way,  it’s  past  time  to  take  it  serious,
especially for the energy sector in America.
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